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yet it would be a serious mistake to allow them
to lapse again should it prove impossible quickly
to conclude that peace treaty, "

He concluded this part of his remarks in these words :

"It is inherent in the United Nations' approach
that the Western world and the Communist world
meet regularly around the conference table ."

I was asked on Tuesday by the hon0 member for
Eglinton (iér, Fleming) what n:ould be our instructions as
a Cananian delegation at this conference . Mr. Speaker,
that can be stated in very general terms . We shall do our
best to assist in the process of converting the Korean
armistice, a somewhat uneasy Korean armistice, into a dùrable
and satisfactory peace within the United Nations frame of
reference which has been set down for this conference, and
by which we as a Government, indeed as a Parliament, are
bound .

The United Nations' resolution on this subject reads--

at least the important sentence of it--that the objectives

we are to seek are :

"Achievement by peaceful means of a unified,
independent and democratic Korea under a repre-
sentative form of government and the full
restoration of international peace and security
in the area . p

These are the goals of the Canadian delegation to the
conference, and indeed they should be the goals of each
delegation whose right to participate at the conference
stems from its military contribution to the United Nations'
cause in Korea . I can see no obstacle that could not be
overcome in the way of the realization of that resolution
if there is good faith and good will on both sides ; but that
"if", as we know from unhappy experience, is big enough to
restrain undue optimism as to the results of the conf erence .

Nevertheless, we shall do our part as Canadian representatives,
I hope, to achieve a satisfactory result which may bring
peace to Korea o

At the Geneva conference there will also be discussed
the question of Indo-China . It was agreed on by the four
foreign ministers at Berlin that this question should be
discussed by representatives of France, the United Kingdom,
the United States, the U .S .S .R ., the Chinese People's
Republic and other interested states . As hon. members know,
the problem of Indo-China, where bitter fighting has been
going on for eight years and is going on today, has never
been submitted to the United Nations for consideration, and
for that reason Canada has not been as directly concerned
with this matter as we were with the aggression in Korea .
Nevertheless, I am sure we are all conscious of the critical
significance of the struggle in Indo-China as it affects the
aspirations of the people of Viet Nain, Laos and Cambodia in
achieving and maintaining the independence accorded them by
France, as it affects the security of the neighbouring
countries in southeast Asia and as it affects the ability of
France,to make the maximum contribution to uropean and
North Atlantic security and co-operative arrangements . And
so, while we do not expect at Geneva to take any active part


